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Susan Boser is an Associate Professor of Sociology
and Dean’s Associate for the School of Graduate
Studies and Research at Indiana University of
Pennsylvania in the USA. She facilitated a
participatory action research project involving state
and local government, non-profit agencies and
human service consumers in upstate New York
between 1998 and 2002. Her current research
interests include research methods and research
ethics, higher education administration, community-
campus partnerships and assessment and programme
evaluation.
Robert Chambers is a Research Associate in the
Participation, Power and Social Change Team at the
Institute of Development Studies (IDS) at the
University of Sussex. His main operational and
research experience has been in East Africa and
South Asia. His work has included aspects of rural
development, public administration training,
seasonality, irrigation system management,
agricultural research and extension, perceptions of
poverty, professionalism and participation. His
current concerns include participatory
methodologies, knowing and not knowing in
development, community-led total sanitation and
personal and institutional learning and change.
Andrea Cornwall is a Fellow at IDS where she
directs a research programme on women’s
empowerment. Her publications on participation and
participatory methodologies include Beneficiary,
Consumer, Citizen: Perspectives on Participation for
Poverty Reduction (Sida Studies 2000) and she is the
co-editor of Realizing Rights: Transforming Approaches
to Sexual and Reproductive Wellbeing (with Alice
Welbourn, Zed Books 2002) and Pathways to
Participation (with Garett Pratt, Intermediate
Technology Publications 2003).
Rosalind Eyben has been a Fellow at IDS since
2002, where she currently leads the Participation,
Power and Social Change Team. Her research
interests focus on power and relations in the
international aid system. With a doctorate in social
anthropology, she previously worked for many years
as a development practitioner, most recently for the
UK Department for International Development
(DFID) where she was Chief Social Development
Adviser and then head of its country office in Bolivia.
She has recently published Relationships for Aid
(Earthscan 2006).
John Gaventa is a Professor at IDS and Director of
the Development Research Centre on Citizenship,
Participation and Accountability. He has written
widely on issues of power, participation and
participatory research, including his book Power and
Powerlessness (University of Illinois 1980). He has
been a member of the Power, Participation and
Social Change Team (formerly Participation Group) at
IDS since 1996.
Colette Harris started addressing issues of gendered
power in Central Asia in 1997, where she established
a local NGO that still works on these issues. She has
since worked on gender relations in other Asian
countries, Latin America and Africa, and has
developed and put into practice transformative
educational approaches to mitigating power
imbalances within the family and community. She is
currently a Fellow at IDS working on issues of
gender, conflict and violence, health, sexual problems
and community development. She previously worked
at Virginia Tech and before that, at the Universiteit
van Amsterdam. She has written extensively on
gender issues, including two books on gender
relations in Tajikistan.
Chris Hunter is currently the Research Manager for
Pathways of Women’s Empowerment, a research
programme consortium that aims to investigate
what enables women, individually and collectively, to
empower themselves and the ways that
development policies and practices may support – or
hinder – this process. Previously she has worked as
an activist, adviser and policymaker on issues of
equality and rights, with a particular focus on the
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prevention of violence against women, women’s
political participation, pay and employment equity
and building the capacity of individuals and
organisations to be activists for social change.
Joy Moncrieffe is a Political Sociologist who is
currently working on themes of citizenship, labelling
and power, particularly among children growing up
in violent contexts in Jamaica, Haiti and Uganda.
Other research interests and subjects for previous
publications include democratisation and
accountability; ethnicity, race and development; and
poverty and inequality. Joy has considerable research
experience in Africa and the Caribbean. She is now
co-editing a book with Rosalind Eyben, The Power of
Labelling: How and Why our Categories Matter, which
will be published by Earthscan in February 2007.
Zander Navarro is a Sociologist and Fellow at IDS
and at the Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul
(in the city of Porto Alegre, Brazil). He dedicated
most of his career to the field of ‘agrarian studies’, in
particular on social movements and theories of
agrarian development. In the 1990s, he also moved
to the field of political sociology and has been
conducting research on topics such as new
participatory spaces in Brazil and theories of
democracy. His most recent research is a detailed
analysis of the ‘World Social Forum’, published as an
IDS Working Paper (IDS 2006).
Jethro Pettit is a member of the Participation,
Power and Social Change Group at IDS, where he
works on approaches to the design and facilitation of
adult learning, and on methods of reflective practice
and organisational change. Jethro has worked in the
past with NGOs and with social movements working
on peace, justice and environmental issues. He has
co-edited Development and the Learning Organisation
(Oxfam 2003) and Developing Rights? (IDS 2005), and
is currently doing doctoral research on
transformative teaching and learning at IDS and with
the Centre for Action Research in Professional
Practice (University of Bath, UK).
Cathy Shutt is currently a DPhil student at IDS
researching the operation of power in relationships
between Cambodian NGOs and their funding
partners. She previously spent 10 years working with
development organisations in South-East Asia. She is
particularly interested in the financial management
of non-profit organisations, as well as organisational
learning and change.
Peter Taylor is a Research Fellow in the
Participation, Power and Social Change Group at
IDS, where he is also Head of Graduate Programmes.
With a background in agriculture and education, he
has worked for many years internationally with
governmental and non-governmental organisations
on issues relating to education for agricultural and
rural development, and participatory approaches and
processes in educational arenas. With a strong
interest in learning and teaching, he currently
convenes the MA in ‘Participation, Power and Social
Change’, and international dialogues on ‘Learning and
Teaching for Transformation’ and ‘Facilitating Learning
for Social Change’. He has engaged in research and
advisory work in many regions including Africa, South,
South-East and Central Asia, Eastern Europe and the
Middle East.
